Complete
Correct &
Consistent

Parts BOM
The Bill Of Material (BOM) is essential to protect your assets longevity,
maintainability and ensures the accuracy of spare parts.
An accurate BOM reduces inventory and creates effective
PM activities.

MRO3i™ software developed and implemented by the Net Results Group offers your organization
a technologically advanced inventory management tool to create complete, correct, and
consistent BOMs for your assets.
MRO3i™ standardizes your organization’s BOMs with consistent data descriptions, part numbers
and associates the right parts to the right assets.
You’ll benefit with fewer incorrect purchases, faster execution of planned or unplanned repairs,
and the disposition of inactive spare parts.
With MRO3i™, building a BOM is efficient, user-friendly, and unquestionably accurate.

Parts BoM
The parts BOM is a multi-level

Accurate BOM’s contribute to

document that provides build
data for assets and multiple asset
sub-assemblies.

reducing the downtime of both
corrective and planned
maintenance activities.

A complete BOM itemizes inventory items
linking them to all associated assets.

Your maintenance personnel will have the
correct parts for asset repairs.

Purchase requisitions from

MRO parts substitutions and

accurate BOM’s reduce
redundant and incorrect
purchases.

standardization are critical to
minimize downtime and ensure
precise, timely asset repair
operations.

Through accurate BOM’s you’ll streamline
inventory operations and reduce overall
expenses.

MRO3i

™ advanced technology

suite utilizes a service based
connection tool to interface with
other computer systems.
Your MRO parts inventory and BOM’s are
always accurate and up-to-date.

The MRO3i™ advanced technology suite
continually analyzes and updates asset BOM’s.

Inventory disposition of obsolete or
rarely used MRO items becomes
easier and more effective with
accurate and complete BOM’s.
MRO3i™ empowers your organization to
strategically analyze its’ inventory and create
accurate, usable BOM’s.

Net Results Group, LLC assist clients in all aspects of MRO practices encompassing material provisioning,
inventory management, material usability and dispositioning..
Our cloud based MRO3i™ technology suite, connects to your MRO catalogue through our portal to
structure your data, enabling better inventory management across your entire organization.
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